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submitted via www.regulations.gov 

 

August 15, 2019 

 

Lauren Alder Reid 

Assistant Director, Office of Policy 

Executive Office for Immigration Review 

5107 Leesburg Pike, Suite 2616 

Falls Church, VA 22041 
 

RE:  DOJ and DHS Interim Final Rule, EOIR Docket No. 19-0504, Entitled “Asylum 

Eligibility and Procedural Modifications” 

 

Dear Ms. Alder Reid,  

 

The Young Center for Immigrant Children’s Rights (Young Center) writes to object to the 

interim final rule entitled “Asylum Eligibility and Procedural Modifications” published Tuesday, 

July 16, 2019 by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS).1  

 

The Young Center serves as the federally-appointed best interests guardian ad litem (Child 

Advocate) for trafficking victims and other vulnerable unaccompanied children in government 

custody as authorized by the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA).2 The 

Young Center is the only organization authorized by the Department of Health and Human 

Services’ Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) to serve in that capacity. The role of the Child 

Advocate is to advocate for the best interests of the child. A child’s best interests are determined 

by considering the child’s safety, expressed wishes, right to family integrity, liberty, 

developmental needs, and identity. Since 2004, ORR has appointed Young Center Child 

Advocates for thousands of unaccompanied children in ORR custody, many of whom have filed 

legitimate claims for asylum.  

 

The interim rule would deny both children and adults the right to seek asylum at the southern 

border if they transited through a third country, unless they met very limited exceptions. As a 

result, any child—including those who have legitimate claims that they have been persecuted in 

or fear persecution upon return to their country of origin—will be denied the right to ask for 

asylum simply because of the route they took to the United States, a factor that is often not under 

their control. The interim rule follows on the heels of a host of other efforts to limit the ability of 

                                                           
1 See Federal Regulation No. 136, Vol. 84 at 33829-33845. 
2 William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2008, 8 U.S.C.A. § 1232(c)(6)(A) (Westlaw 

through Pub. L. No. 115-171). 
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immigrant children and other vulnerable individuals to lawfully seek protection in the United 

States.3  

At the Young Center, we understand the particular vulnerability of immigrant children who fled 

unimaginable violence or threats in their countries. They have traveled hundreds if not thousands 

of miles to the United States, whether alone, with family, or in the company of strangers. Many 

children’s journeys to the United States are long and complicated, including travel through 

multiple countries. They are all entitled to seek the protection of asylum regardless of how they 

reached our border.  

 

We are gravely concerned that the interim rule will jeopardize the safety and well-being of 

immigrant children by undermining their right to seek asylum, and by forcing their return to 

persecution in violation of U.S. law and basic principles of child welfare and human decency. 

We therefore offer the following comments to persuade DOJ and DHS to rescind the interim 

rule. 

 

I. The Interim Rule Contradicts United States and International Law Regarding 

the Circumstances Under Which Asylum Seekers Must Seek Relief from Other 

Countries and Erodes Protections for Unaccompanied Children 

 

The interim final rule contradicts Congress’ clear intent and carefully crafted standards for when 

asylum seekers must seek protection in another country. Under the Immigration and Nationality 

Act (INA), the United States may only determine that a person must seek asylum elsewhere 

when 1) the United States has entered into a bilateral or multilateral agreement with a country, 2) 

the person’s life or freedom would not be threatened under the grounds for asylum in that 

country, and 3) the person has access to a full and fair asylum system to seek protection in that 

third country.4 Thus, for the United States to require asylum seekers to seek relief in another 

country, they must follow the specific procedures laid out by Congress—they must enter into a 

formal agreement with a country, ensure that no person will face persecution in that country, and 

ensure that asylum seekers will have access to a robust asylum system in that country when 

seeking protection. 

 

Through this provision, the INA brings the United States into compliance with the United 

Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, to which the United States is a party.5 The 

Convention has central to its purpose the principle of non-refoulement, meaning that no state 

party may return an asylum seeker or refugee to a country where they may face persecution.6 

Expanding on this obligation, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 

the international body tasked with overseeing the international treaty governing asylum and 

                                                           
3 See, e.g., Matter of A-B-, 21 I&N Dec. 316 (A.G. 2018), Federal Regulation No. 218, Vol. 83 at 55934-

55953 (published Nov. 9, 2018), Matter of L-E-A, 21 I&N Dec. 581 (A.G. 2019). 
4 8 U.S.C. § 1158(a)(2)(A). 
5 The United States acceded to the Refugee Convention via its 1967 United Nations Protocol Relating to 

the Status of Refugees. Its obligations are incorporated into domestic law in the Refugee Act of 1980. See 

INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 436-37 (1987). 
6 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees art. 33(1), 189 U.N.T.S. 137, July 28, 1951. 
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refugee determinations, lists standards substantially aligned with those in the INA to explain 

when a safe third country agreement would be in compliance with international law.7 UNHCR 

further states:  

 

As a precondition to return or transfer of an asylum-seeker or refugee to another 

country, it is crucial to establish that s/he has access in that country to standards of 

treatment commensurate with the 1951 Convention, its 1967 Protocol and 

international human rights standards. While protection from refoulement is at the 

center of refugee protection principles, the standards of treatment to which refugees 

and asylum-seekers have a right under the 1951 Convention, its 1967 Protocol and 

international human rights law go beyond protection from refoulement.8 

 

Children’s right to seek asylum finds even greater protection in U.S. law. The William 

Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA) provides special 

protections for unaccompanied children who apply for asylum, to ensure they have a fair 

opportunity to present their claim for protection in a manner that contemplates their status as 

children. The TVPRA directs that asylum officers, rather than immigration judges, first hear the 

cases of unaccompanied children so that they can recount the sensitive and often traumatic facts 

of their claims in a non-adversarial setting.9 This recognition of children’s particular 

circumstances echoes guidance from UNHCR regarding child asylum claims, which notes that 

“[c]hildren may not be able to articulate their claims to refugee status in the same way as adults, 

and, therefore, may require special assistance to do so.”10 The UNHCR guidance establishes that 

because of children’s age, dependency and relative immaturity, they should have specific 

procedural safeguards to ensure that their asylum determinations are fair.11 Additionally, the INA 

clearly states that “[safe third country agreements] shall not apply to unaccompanied 

[children].”12 

 

U.S. and international law therefore make clear that persons at the United States border may only 

be transferred to a third country to seek asylum under very specific and limited circumstances 

and that children have special protections and are exempt from safe third country agreements. 

The interim rule, which denies adults and children asylum based on their transit to the United 

States without a formal agreement or safeguards to ensure the safety and due process of these 

asylum seekers, is contrary to existing law. 

 

                                                           
7 UN High Comm’r for Refugees, Legal Considerations Regarding Access to Protection and A Connection Between 

the Refugee and the Third Country in the Context of Return or Transfer to Safe Third Countries para. 4, April 2018. 
8 UN High Comm’r for Refugees, Legal Considerations Regarding Access to Protection and A Connection Between 

the Refugee and the Third Country in the Context of Return or Transfer to Safe Third Countries para. 7, April 2018. 
9 8 U.S.C.A. § 1232 (d)(7)(B); 8 U.S.C. § 1158(b)(3)(C). 
10 UNHCR, Guidelines on International Protection: Child Asylum Claims under Article 1(A)2 and 1(F) of 

the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees para. 2, December 22, 

2009. 
11 Id. para. 65.  
12 8 U.S.C. § 1158(a)(2)(E) (emphasis added) 
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II. The Interim Rule Undermines Children’s Safety and Well-Being (their Best 

Interests) By Eliminating Protections that Ensure that Children’s Legitimate 

Asylum Claims Are Heard and Addressed in a Fair Manner 

 

The “best interests of the child” principle has no single definition but encompasses consistently-

accepted factors from the child welfare laws of all 50 states. One of the most significant of these 

is the child’s health and safety.13 These best interests “factors” were recognized in the 

Interagency Working Group on Unaccompanied and Separated Children’s Subcommittee on Best 

Interests’ “Framework for Considering the Best Interests of Unaccompanied Children,” released 

in 2016.14  

 

Resettlement through asylum, to the extent it will prevent serious risks to a child’s safety, is 

generally in the best interest of the child.15 However, the interim rule would eliminate the 

possibility of asylum for children who enter the United States through the southern border if they 

transited through a third country and did not first seek asylum in that country.16  

 

The interim rule thus puts children in grave danger by denying them access to a form of relief 

that is critical to ensure their best interests— their safety and well-being. Denying children the 

ability to seek asylum based on their path to the United States not only violates existing law, 

which extends explicit protection exempting them from that requirement, but ignores the realities 

of childhood. Few children control precisely how they flee, or the route they take when they do 

so on their own. Children who travel with adults are subject to the decision-making of those 

adults—including when, where and how they reach the U.S. border. Those adults may be well-

intended parents or adult family members. But children also come to the United States under the 

control of smugglers or traffickers. Children traveling alone are even more unlikely to know or 

control the route they will take to a new country. 

 

It would be both illogical and contrary to public policy to penalize children—to deny them the 

opportunity to seek asylum, and to potentially return them to persecution or other dangerous 

situations—for decisions that were not their own, and in particular, the decision (often made in 

haste, under stress, or under other extremely difficult circumstances) of the path they took to 

seek protection in the United States. The United States should not restrict asylum for children but 

                                                           
13 See e.g., CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION GATEWAY, DETERMINING THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE 

CHILD (2016) at p.2, available at https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/best_interest.pdf (identifying 

the “health, safety and/or protection of the child” as a “guiding principle of best interests 

determinations”). 
14 SUBCOMM. ON BEST INTERESTS, INTERAGENCY WORKING GRP. ON UNACCOMPANIED AND SEPARATED 

CHILDREN, FRAMEWORK FOR CONSIDERING THE BEST INTERESTS OF UNACCOMPANIED CHILDREN 5, 9-

11 (2016). 
15 See UNHCR Guidelines on Determining the Best Interest of the Child 70, UNHCR (May 2008). 
16 84 FR 33831, 33839 n. 7 (stating that “[t]his rule does not provide a categorical exception for 

unaccompanied alien children (“UAC”),” while acknowledging that unaccompanied children are exempt 

from the safe third country bar to asylum.). 

https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/best_interest.pdf
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instead continue to follow federal and international law regarding children’s right to seek 

asylum.  

 

As discussed above, the TVPRA requires that unaccompanied children’s asylum claims be heard 

by asylum officers, rather than immigration judges. However, the interim rule would make 

unaccompanied children who journeyed to the United States through a third country ineligible 

for asylum. Under the rule, unaccompanied children, who now must seek other forms of 

protection, would be forced into adversarial proceedings before an immigration judge in clear 

violation of their rights under the TVPRA17 and in a manner that would subject them to all of the 

harms attendant to adversarial hearings where there is no guarantee of representation.  

 

III. Conclusion 

 

The Young Center opposes the adoption of any rule that would penalize children or curtail 

children’s access to legal relief that protects their safety and well-being. United States and 

international law codify the right of children to seek asylum and have created procedures to 

ensure fair access to that protection. Barring children who enter the United States from seeking 

asylum based on their route to the United States would undermine that right to seek safety from 

harm in clear contravention of U.S. law. We therefore urge DOJ and DHS to rescind the interim 

rule. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

     

 

 

 

 

Maria Woltjen    Miriam Abaya 

Executive Director   Policy Associate  
 

 

 

                                                           
17 84 FR 33839 n. 7. 


